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ABSTRACT: 
 
The decision to build new manufacturing facility is one of the most important decisions for com-
pany as it requires a lot of resources. Uncertainty of the future will make the decision even 
harder for the management board. However, development in technology, regarding 3D-simula-
tion software, Virtual reality applications and accessible computing power have made 3D mod-
eling and simulation viable solution for factory planning. Therefore, 3D-simulation and Virtual 
reality are used in this research as methods to give valuable data and insight for the forest ma-
chines manufacturing case company’s decision makers.   
 
Visual Components 4.2-software is used in this research to model 3D-simulations. Results con-
tain one assembly line simulation for harvester, one assembly line simulation for forwarder and 
two layouts to test partially combined assembly line performance. Assembly line simulations are 
made to build 3D-model of harvester and forwarder and assembly line simulation layouts are 
given to project researcher as a reference model as this thesis is part of a bigger research project. 
Harvester and forwarder are built from 3D-models provided by the case company following cur-
rent assembly process steps. Two partially combined assembly line layouts are made to estimate 
performance metrics of the new factory, focusing on output volumes, cycle times and lead times 
of harvester and forwarder. 
 
3D-simulation model for partially combined layout is run to estimate yearly production, showing 
output volume, mean cycle time and mean lead time for both machines in a different manufac-
turing scenarios. Results show basic performance metrics of the new factory and simulation can 
be viewed using Virtual reality-glasses by using Visual experience software, developed by Visual 
Components. First 3D-simulation model for partially combined assembly line revealed the prob-
lem areas and bottlenecks of the assembly lines. Second model is used to show how balancing 
assembly line and improvements in the manufacturing process can improve the performance of 
the factory. 
 
Results demonstrate that 3D modeling and simulation are advantageous methods for factory 
planning and Virtual reality can be used as a complementary method for visualization creating 
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Finland is traditionally known for its forestry. Forest industry accounts more than 20% of 
Finland’s export revenue (maa-ja metsätalousministeriö, 2019). Big forestry sector needs 
forest machines for procurement of raw materials. This has developed a new growing 
industry. Finland is currently number one in manufacturing Cut-to-Length (later CTL) for-
est machines and third biggest market for CTL-forest machines (Johnsen, 2019). Demand 
for CTL- forest machines have been growing in the past few years and companies like 
John Deere and Ponsse have heavily invested in their production facilities and expanded 
their capacity; John Deere with 15 million euros and Ponsse with 38 million euros. (Tik-
kanen, 2018; Metsätrans, 2019; Sorsa, 2019). In 2017 Ponsse, John Deere and Komatsu 
were leading the market in Finland with 97% of the market share regarding harvesters 
and 92% of the forwarders, whereas this research’s case company Logset having only 0,4% 
of the harvester market and 4,6% of the forwarder market. (Johnsen, 2018).  
 
As planning, developing and building a new manufacturing facility is an expensive pro-
cess and often one of the most important decision for a company, it is however even 
more crucial for smaller manufacturer, since room for error can be smaller if a company 
does not have so much capital compared to its competitors. Since companies are com-
peting in a global market, a new manufacturing facility should provide competitive edge 
to an investing company. Competitive edge can be achieved by providing better quality, 
being more cost-effective, reducing lead time and being innovative. Factory layouts, 
manufacturing systems and material flows all play roles when companies try to achieve 
competitive edge. (Stephens, 2019: 361–362.) 
 
Use of computer simulation, more precisely three dimensional (later 3D)-simulation and 
utilization of Virtual Reality (later VR) can help companies design a new factory and pre-
dict its performance before any physical structures are built. (Stephens, 2019: 362.) This 
research focuses how Finnish forest machine manufacturer Logset Oy can use 3D-simu-




1.1 The Logset Oy new factory simulation project 
This research is a part of a bigger project where the focus of this research is on 3D-mod-
elling of assembly lines for harvester and forwarder and simulating the assembly process 
as well developing a concept for partially combined line. Conceptualization of the factory 
and visual representation is done by using Visual Components 4.2 software.  
 
Logset Oy is a forest machine manufacturer founded in 1992 by Gustav Frantzén, Seppo 
Koskinen and Kristian Stén. Logset Oy location is near Vaasa, at Koivulahti. Its main prod-
ucts are forwarders, harvesters and harvester heads for CTL-logging and it offers after-
sales service, spare parts, training and customer support. Currently, Logset Oy has seven 
models for harvesters, forwarders and harvester heads. The main difference between 
their seven models in harvesters and forwarders are engine power and load capacity. For 
software part, Logset has developed control systems for forwarders and harvesters and 
measuring systems for harvesters’ heads. Logset employs around 100 workers and its 
distribution network covers 25 countries and Logset’s machines are working more than 
25 countries. (Logset, 2020a.) In 2019, Logset had a turnover of 48.0 million euros with 
2,5 million profit representing the best year in Logset’s history (Logset, 2020b). 
 
1.2 Research justification and contribution 
This research gives valuable information for Logset’s board members to help decision 
making process for new factory. 3D modelling and simulation visualize production, as-
sembly process, area and resource allocations as well flow of work, which can help de-
tecting bottlenecks among other possible concerns. In addition to help visualize possible 
problems, simulation can provide innovations and show new factory in a new point of 
view, especially when simulation is done by outside of the company or industry external, 
as this research is. 
 
VR provides more detailed insight for new factory. For example, VR can help identify 
potential hazards and illustrate ergonomics. Statistics derived from the simulation are 
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essential when making decisions for future factory. Since simulation is much faster and 
cheaper to change than a real factory, different version and modifications can be made 
and tested to find most suitable one. 
 
One of the main contribution for the case company is to show how current assembly 
process, where harvester and forwarder are assembled in a separate lines, can be as-
sembled in partially combined lines. 
 
1.3 Research objectives and questions 
The fields of study related to this research are machines manufacturing, production and 
industrial management. 
 
Since this research is a part of a Logset’s new factory production simulation- project, the 
research objectives are supportive to the project. The primary objective of the research 
is to create a 3D- model of the layout, which can be used to simulate the production 
process of harvester and forwarder. Target number for manufactured machines per year 
is assigned from the company. Target number includes harvesters and forwarders man-
ufactured on a balanced line with a possibility to increase volume in the future. Also, 
company provided some pre-defined space allocations for warehouse, pre-assemblies, 
service and office. Size of the factory and the number of assembly stations are roughly 
pre-defined by the company. Research questions are derived from this scope, in order to 
get beneficial data from the simulation. 
 
There are two detailed research questions for the research:  
  
1. How can 3D-simulation help develop a new factory? 




1.4 Research limitations 
This research is limited to building 3D harvester and forwarder on a 3D factory assembly 
line simulation and building simplified model focusing on work times of different task 
and phases in order to create concept of balanced assembly line and reach demands 
related to capacity of the new factory. The research is limited to case company’s forest 
machine manufacturing process with no access to other forest machine manufacturers’ 
data.  
 
Timeline of the research focus on present production and how it can be done in the 
future. The data from the assembly process is very limited, having only the sequences 
and the work times of the main assembly work tasks which are required in order to build 
a harvester and a forwarder. These assembly work times are provided from the company 
and are in some cases vague predictions. 
 
Due to nature of the research being a case study with focus on production, some details 
are generalized and some parameters are not published in full details in order to respect 
case company’s confidential information. 
 
1.5 Structure of the thesis 
This research is structured into 5 chapters. In chapter one overall introduction, research 
background, questions and objectives are presented. Chapter two is for literature review 
where relevant theories and key definitions are explained. This includes concepts such 
as 3D-simulation and manufacturing facilities design. Methodologies used in this study 
are discussed and presented in chapter three with the use of Saunder’s research onion. 
In chapter four, the simulation software is briefly descripted and the results of the re-
search are presented in the next chapter. Chapter six is for conclusions and suggestions 
for future studies.  
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2 Literature review 
This chapter goes through theoretical aspect of this research and gives insight to valua-
ble terms and keywords used in this research topic. In the next paragraph, most im-
portant subjects relating the research are introduced starting from basic definitions, con-
tinuing then to manufacturing facilities design and layout. After this, facilities perfor-
mance metrics, lean principles, industry 4.0 and VR are briefly introduced. Software Vis-
ual Components 4.2 with some definitions and concepts regarding 3D-simulation and 
modelling are introduced in its own chapter four after methodology chapter. 
 
2.1 Basic definitions 




“A harvester is a type of heavy forestry vehicle employed in CTL-logging operations for 
felling, delimbing and bucking trees.” (Rong-feng, Xiaozhen & Chengjun, 2017). Case 
company Logset has seven different harvester models which variates from smaller and 
lighter six-wheel harvesters to more powerful and heavier eight-wheel harvesters. Heav-
ier machines are used in clear cutting and smaller machines are just in thinning opera-
tions. (Logset, 2020c.) 
 
2.1.2 Harvester head 
Harvester head is a tool for CTL-logging. It is used for cutting, delimbing and bucking 
trees and it has a measurement system, which produces real time data helping operator. 
Logset has seven models starting from smaller ones designed for thinning operations all 
the way to the bigger ones designed large clear fells and the biggest one made for track-









A forwarder hauls logs to a roadside landing area after harvester has operated (Rong-
feng et al. 2017). Case company Logset has seven different forwarder models which var-
iates from smaller and lighter forwarders to more powerful and heavier forwarders. 
Main difference with heavier forwarders is their bigger loading capacity compared to 






 Figure 2. Logset 5FP GT forwarder hauling logs (Logset 2020g). 
 
2.2 Simulation 
Stephens (2019: 362 – 363) defines simulation as follows: 
 
“Simulation is an experimental technique, usually performed on a computer, to an-
alyze the behavior of any real-world operating system. Simulation involves the 
modeling of a process or a system where the model produces the response of the 
actual system to events that occur in the system over a given period of time.” 
 
 
Moreover, Kikolski (2017) adds that simulation can be seen as an approximate imitation 
of a studied phenomenon or behavior of a given system in the virtual space with the use 
of its simulation model where the simulation model is based on a mathematical model 




There are various commercial software available which provide solutions for facility lay-
out planning and simulation. In general, facility layout planning software are based on 
the discrete-event simulation concept, in which the operation of the system corresponds 
accordingly to the chronological order of events (Yap, Taha, Dawal & Chang, 2014). In 
this research, the software used is Visual Components 4.2 and it enables discrete-event 
simulation in a 3D-virtual environment (Yap et al. 2014; Solidworks, 2020). 
 
Other two common simulation methods in addition to aforementioned discrete-event 
simulation (DES) are system dynamics (SD) method and agent-based modeling (ABM) 
method. These methods are suitable for complex system like manufacturing facility, 
which is adaptive to changes in its local environment and is composed of other complex 
systems (Marshall et al. 2015). 
 
In DES, the core concepts are resources, events, attributes and entities. Resources are 
objects that provide a service to an entity, which are objects with attributes and require 
resources when experiencing events. An event is something that happens at a certain 
time point in the environment that can affect resources and/or entities. Attributes are 
features or characteristics unique to an entity, which can change over time or stay same. 
Outputs of DES are system performance indicators such as throughput of services or 
products, resource utilization, number of entities in queues and wait times. (Marshall et 
al. 2015.) 
 
ABM simulation method uses autonomous and interacting objects called agents. Agents 
sense their environment and behave on the basis of their defined decision rules. How-
ever, their next actions are based on the current state of the environment. Agents may 
learn and adapt and they may have assigned goals to maximize or minimize their objec-
tive. (Marshall et al. 2015.) 
 
SD simulation method is used for representing the structure of complex systems and 
understanding their behavior over time. The core elements are accumulations (stocks), 
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feedback, rates (flows) and time delays. Its core assumption is that behavior of the sys-
tem is due to its structure and not due to external forces or factors. SD is often used to 
produce patterns and trends, as well as mean values as outputs from the model. (Mar-
shall et al. 2015.)  
 
Regarding facilities design and layout, simulation can be used to optimize layout, im-
prove capacity, compare different logistic solutions with different material handling sys-
tems and test how just-in-time (later JIT) can be utilized in the facility (Stephens 2019:16).  
 
Nowadays, virtual models and simulation can be used to make an inexpensive factory 
design since instead of building real expensive systems, designer can build factory lay-
outs and define resource configurations in virtual environment without any physical pro-
totypes. This way, by utilizing dynamic simulation and virtual modeling potential prob-
lems caused by the layout can be visualized for different stakeholders. (Bogdan, Lewis, 
Kovačić & Mireles 2006.) 
 
Simulation scope varies in facilities planning; it can cover the entire factory, one depart-
ment or one manufacturing cell. In a typical simulation, built model of the system is ex-
perimented in different conditions to learn how system reacts in different situations. As 
a descriptive model, simulation does not give optimum solution but it provides a tool for 
understanding and predicting the behavior of the system. (Tompkins, Bozer, Tanchoco & 
White 2010: 702.) 
 
Simulation software used in this research generates statistics describing the perfor-
mance of the system. This is also true with many other simulation software. As simula-
tion software generates statistics and it is possible to make stochastic processes and in-
put random failures into simulation model, simulation can be used in many ways to test 
what-if scenarios and find bottlenecks and how use of different production batches can 




For building a simulation model Stephens (2019: 365–366) suggests systematic approach: 
 
1. Problem definition – define the problem and state the goals. 
2. System definition – Define the boundaries and restrictions in terms of resources. 
3. Conceptual model – Develop a graphical model to define components, variables 
and interactions between them. 
4. Preliminary design – decide and select factors that are critical for the system per-
formance.  
5. Input data preparation – identify and collect the required data by the model. 
6. Model translation – develop and formulate model in appropriate simulation lan-
guage. 
7. Verification and validation – confirm that model and the output represent 
wanted system. 
8. Experimentation – Manipulate and test the model in different scenarios.  
9. Analysis and interpretation – analyze the data generated by the simulation 
model and realize to what extend the validity of the output is dependent on the 
validity of the input data. 
10. Implementation and documentation – record and document the results and use 
the results remembering its limitations. 
 
There are various reasons for simulation modeling. Stephens (2019: 366) lists six poten-
tial reasons for simulation: evaluation of how proposed system performs, comparison 
of different design alternatives, prediction of system performance, sensitivity analysis 
of different variables, optimization of plant performance and bottleneck analysis for 
discovering bottlenecks of the system. These aforementioned reasons were present and 





2.3 Manufacturing facilities design 
Facilities planning is extensive process including countless of different variables and fac-
tors starting from site location decision and strategy going all the way more detailed 
subjects such as material handling and layout, which contains physical location of equip-
ment, materials, people and workstations. (Stephens 2019: 1–2.) Tompkins et al. (2010: 
14 – 16) have presented systematic way for planning facilities as follows: 
 
1. Define the problem – the objective of the facility should be clear. Volumes of 
products must be defined. Primary and support activities and their requirements 
should be specified regarding material flows, equipment, personnel must be 
specified in order to enable uninterrupted manufacturing. 
2. Analyze the problem – Find interrelationship between all activities. Relationships 
of quantitative and qualitative actions within the facility boundaries should be 
defined. 
3. Determine the space requirements for all activities – when calculating space re-
quirements, it is important to have all material, equipment and personnel re-
quirements considered. In this phase it is important to generate different alter-
native layout designs. 
4. Evaluate alternatives – Facility plans and layout should be ranked in order re-
specting previously selected criteria. 
5. Select preferred design – The most suitable design fulfilling company’s goals and 
objectives should be selected. If there is no acceptable design, the planning pro-
cess should be started again from previous steps. 
6. Implement the design – Implementing the best design will take time since there 
is need for more detailed planning when the actual construction starts. This 
phase also requires maintaining and adapting the design plan regarding chances 
in products, demand or improvements in technology. 
 
This systematic way for facilities planning resembles Stephens (2019) aforementioned 
framework for building a simulation model and it is no surprise since simulation model 
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can be also viewed as a virtual factory, which as a term can refer high fidelity simulation, 
a virtual organization or a virtual reality representation and an emulation facility (Jain, 
Shao & Shin, 2017). Hopp & Spearman (2011: 660–661) introduces more customer fo-
cused view to the facility design process called factory physics approach as following: 
 
1. The customer determines the product, so that volumes, mixes and cycle times 
are forecast. 
2. The product(s) determine(s) the processes, since most products have a basic rec-
ipe of steps that must be followed to produce a unit. 
3. The processes determine needed machines and requirements will get more de-
tailed during the planning process. 
4. The machines determine the facilities needed to support them. 
5. The facilities determine the overall size and structure of the plant. 
 
Especially the second guideline is good addition compared to aforementioned guidelines 
regarding to this research, since there are certain basic steps that needed to be followed 
when simulating assembly of harvester and forwarder. 
 
2.4 Layout 
Tompkins et al. (2010: 6–7) defines layout as term which consists all equipment, machin-
ery and furnishings within the building envelope and more specifically for manufacturing 
facility the term layout consists production areas, production-related or support areas 
and personnel areas withing the building. 
 
One of the main goals in layout planning is efficient planning regarding material flows. 
Material transport times and distances, as well how many times material have to be 
moved, are trying to be minimized in layout planning. It is also important to design layout 
in a way that it is flexible, so that potential extension or alteration would be possible. 




Literature divides layouts usually to three different main types. Nicholas (2010) uses 
fixed-position, process and product layouts. Haverila et al. (2009: 477–478) as for use 
different terms such as production line, cellular layout and functional layout. However, 
Tompkins et al. (2010: 110–111) presents four different layout types such as production 
line product layout, fixed product layout, product family layout and process layout and 
present volume-variety layout classification, which can be used as guide when selecting 
and planning layout for new factory (see figure 3). Case company position in this volume-
variety layout figure is fixed location layout by its low manufacturing volume and variety. 
 
Fixed-position layout means that the end item remains in one place while it is being pro-
duced. These kind of products are usually large and hard to move and are common in a 
project work e.g. ships and aircraft. However, even larger objects can be mass produced 
by using different staging areas, in other words multiple fixed-position shops. (Nicholas 
2010). This use of multiple different fixed-position shops is similar with case company’s 
current manufacturing system and represent quite well layout in the built simulation 
model. 
 
Process layout utilizes similar process and operations and clusters them into functional 
work areas or departments (Nicholas, 2010). This is also known as functional layout, 
where workstations are clustered into groups based on their similarity. It is typical to use 
functional layout if there is lot of material movement in the factory. (Haverila et al. 2009: 
477– 478.) Process layout, as Nicholas (2010) refers it, is flexible and can be used to 
manufacture variety of products even if products have differences in demand and pro-
cess steps. Downside of process layout is its wastefulness regarding time, inventory, de-
fects and material handling. (Nicholas, 2010.) 
 
Product layout is used when facility has repetitive or continuous processes and the lay-
out is made to support producing the product on a production line, flow line or assembly 
line. This kind of layout is often used when there are only few end products. Production 
line requires usually large capital investment as equipment and transfer system can be 
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costly if high efficiency and flow rates are wanted. Product layouts are usually very in-
flexible, though minor variations are possible. (Haverila et al. 2009: 477–478; Nicholas, 
2010.) 
 
Most of facility layouts can be presented in two ways: as a block layout, which represents 
macro flows of the facility and shows location and shape of different departments and 
as a detailed layout, which is more concerned with micro flows of the factory and shows 
exact location of equipment, work cells and storage areas in every department. (Tomp-
kins et al. 2010: 292.) Simulation layout made in this research resembles block layout, as 
more detailed simulation would require more resources. 
 
Mass production and job shop are a two basic layout orientations. Assembly line illus-
trates best mass production since it is product orientated and follows a fixed path 
through the facility. Job shop layout is more process orientated and it is more suitable 
for manufacturing and fabrication departments compared to assembly work. (Stephens, 
2019: 91.) The case company utilizes both orientations in their current setup since low 
volume prevents mass production. However, in the new factory simulation, the benefits 
of assembly line and characteristics of mass production are taken account. One way to 
develop job shop orientation closer to mass production is utilization of group technology, 
which is used in the simulation model. Group technology means classifying parts into 
groups with similar process sequences (Stephens, 2019: 91). This method is applied into 
combined assembly line of harvester and forwarder, where similar work tasks with sim-
ilar parts are assembled in the same assembly cell. 
 
There are two main types of work cells: assembly cells and machining cells. Whereas 
machining cells are usually more easily automated, assembly cells are harder or too 
costly to automate. (Nicholas, 2010.) Assembly cells are the main type of the work cells 
in the case company as it assembles its products in a line of assembly cells, or in other 
words in multiple fixed-position shops. As work contains a lot of human work and vol-
umes are low, there are no easily findable spots for cost-effective automation. However, 
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effects of automation for performance of the assembly line could be easily tested in sim-
ulation if there is a reasonable estimation how much automation could reduce assembly 
process time. By running the simulation, the long-term effects could be tested and return 
on investment could be estimated. 
 
 
Figure 3. Volume-variety layout classification (Tompkins et al. 2010: 98). 
 
2.5 Assembly line balancing 
An assembly line as a set of distinct tasks which are assigned to a set of workstations 
linked by a transport mechanism respecting assembling sequences which define the as-
sembly process flows from one workstation to another (Bahadir, 2011). The transport 
system moving workpieces between stations can be e.g. an automated guided vehicle 
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(later AGV) or conveyor (Naderi, Azab & Borooshan, 2019).  Balancing refers to adjusting 
workstations to conform to required takt time. This can involve increasing bottleneck 
workstation’s capacity or lowering capacity on nonbottleneck stations. Process is said to 
be balanced when the cycle times are equal in every workstations. Conversely, process 
is unbalanced if the times to performs jobs are different at different workstations. (Nich-
olas, 2010.) 
 
Haverila et al. (2009: 485) simplifies the purpose of assembly line balancing as a way to 
get the best possible productivity. In the assembly process the balanced line can be 
achieved by moving and changing different stage of works in a different workstations 
(Haverila et al. 2009: 486). 
 
More precisely, assembly line balancing includes decisions about required resources re-
garding the number of workers, stations and station equipment. Scheduling is also a part 
of assembly line balancing as sequencing and the way how tasks and workers are as-
signed have an impact on the performance of the line.  The goals of the assembly line 
balancing are often cycle time minimizing or reducing the number of assembly stations. 
(Naderi et al. 2019.) Bahadir (2011) adds that in assembly line balancing allocation of 
jobs are based on the objective of minimizing the workflow among the workers, reducing 
the throughput time as well as the work in progress and thus increasing the productivity. 
As assembly line balancing requires information about work tasks and their durations, a 
time study should be concluded to calculate the approximate real process times of a 
tasks (Bahadir, 2011). 
 
One of the main goals of manufacturing facility is to have balanced assembly line.  
Stephens (2019: 78) lists purposes of assembly line balancing as: 
 
1. To equalize the workload among the assemblers  
2. To identify the bottleneck operation 
3. To establish the speed of the assembly line 
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4. To determine the number of workstations  
5. To determine the labor cost of assembly and packout 
6. To establish the percentage workload of each operator 
7. To assist in plant layout 
8. To reduce production cost 
 
Regarding assembly line balancing, the simulation model is used to identify bottlenecks, 
determine number of workstations and establish the speed of the assembly line. Due to 
nature of the case company’s products and manufacturing volumes, the assembly line 
differs from traditionally viewed assembly line, where products are moved in high vol-
umes from workstation to another e.g. via conveyer. However, methods of assembly line 
balancing can be applied also in the case company’s manufacturing process.  
 
As assembly line balancing problem is different in different industries and varies even 
inside the same industry, companies require tailored methods for assembly line balanc-
ing problems as companies have different requirements and limitations in their produc-
tion. There can even be different assembly lines inside the same facility, which each re-
quire customized procedure for assembly line balancing. (Naderi et al. 2019). 
 
It is common for companies to assemble more than one product on a single assembly 
line as developing, building and maintaining an assembly line is very costly. In cases like 
this, the assembly line balancing problem is called as mixed-model assembly line balanc-
ing problem. There are several methods for formulating assembly line balancing prob-
lems into mathematical formulas starting from integer programming models going all 
the way to heuristic, genetic and logic-based Benders’ decomposition algorithms. The 
assembly line balancing problem is an NP-hard combinatorial optimization problem that 
has been investigated by many researchers starting from the 1950’s (Gansterer & Hartl, 




Facility performance metrics are important part of assembly line balancing as balancing 
cannot be done without knowing the performance of different stations. These perfor-
mance metrics are presented in the next chapter. 
 
2.6 Facility performance metrics 
One of the goals of simulation is to see how new facility performs. In this case the main 
focus is on assembly line and its performance. Following chapters explain some basic 
facility performance metrics. 
 
2.6.1 Throughput 
Hopp and Spearman (2011: 229) defines throughput as “the average output of a produc-
tion process per unit time.” This is sometimes referred as throughput rate. A typical way 
to define throughput of a plant is to calculate average quantity of manufactured good 
(defect-free) parts or assembled products per unit time (Hopp & Spearman, 2011: 229). 
 
2.6.2 Capacity 
“An upper limit on the throughput of a production process is its capacity.” (Hopp & Spear-
man 2011: 229). Haverila et al. (2009: 399) simplifies capacity as maximum production 
volume within a given time. Usually, most systems working above or even at its capacity 
will cause system to become unstable causing for example work-in-process (Hopp & 
Spearman 2011: 229). The pace for the assembly process is determined by the slowest 
workstation or work task, which is called as bottleneck. By focusing bottlenecks and im-
proving the capacity of bottleneck, it is possible to increase overall capacity of the factory. 
(Nicholas, 2010.) Haverila et al. (2009: 400) reminds, that real capacity is often only 50 -
90 % of theoretical capacity because of interruptions, defects, maintenance and machine 
breakdowns for example. However, Haverila et al. (2009: 369) notes that when cumula-
tive production volume duplicates, the time required to assemble one product can de-
crease as much as 20% due to employees learning and getting better and faster in their 




2.6.3 Cycle time 
Hopp and Spearman (2011: 230) defines the cycle time as a “average time from release 
of a job at the beginning of the routing until it reaches an inventory point at the end of 
the routing.” Nicholas (2010) simplifies definition for cycle time as a time between when 
units are completed in a process. Cycle time as a concept is a crucial when implementing 
pull production since it implies repetitive and steady material flow during manufacturing 
process. Cycle time should not be mistaken with production rate as for example 6 prod-
ucts per hour does not mean steady flow compared to cycle time with 10 minutes. (Nich-
olas, 2010.) 
 
2.6.4 Takt time 
Takt is a German word used in describing a Japanese system that indicates a precise in-
terval of time (Hopp and Spearman, 2011: 161). Takt time refers to required cycle time 
which in other words is the production target and it is based on demand (Nicholas, 2010). 
Setting takt time for every process is crucial part for ensuring that all the necessary parts 
are on right time on right place on the assembly line. Every workstation should keep up 
with the takt time so that required production will be matched in the final assembly 
process. (Stephens, 2019: 20). Takt time is important metric for sub-assemblies. Even 
though this simulation does not focus on sub-assemblies, it possible to calculate re-
quired takt times in future studies for different sub-assemblies from the simulation 
model as the speed and the need of the final assembly line is known. 
 
2.6.5 Lead time 
Hopp and Spearman (2011: 331) specifies lead time into two types: customer lead time, 
which means the time allowed to fill a customer order from start to finish and manufac-
turing lead time, which means the time allowed on a particular routing. Simulation 
model and thesis uses manufacturing lead time as main definition. Production planning 
and layout planning is used to keep lead times as short as possible, as it reduces capital 
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invested in WIP, improves delivery reliability and quality as well makes capacity planning 
easier. Productivity and quality improve when lead time is shortened as defects are eas-
ier and faster to detect. Plain and clear material flow and compact layout are one of the 
enablers for shortened lead time. (Haverila et al. 2009: 402–407.) 
 
2.7 Lean manufacturing & lean six sigma 
Lean manufacturing is developed from lean thinking where value added is the guiding 
philosophy, meaning that all elements of cost which do not add value to the end product 
are eliminated (Stephens, 2019: 18). Bicheno & Holweg (2016: 1) simplifies lean as “do-
ing more with less.” Hopp and Spearman (2011: 334) uses following definition for lean 
manufacturing “a manufacturing supply chain is lean if it accomplishes its fundamental 
objective with minimal buffering cost.”  
 
Lean manufacturing is one of the guiding principles in this research. Its influences can be 
seen in the simulation. For example, andon, which means line stop method indicator 
where different colors indicate current situation in the assembly line, is used in the sim-
ulation. (Stephens, 2019: 20.) 
 
Six sigma is term which originates from Motorola’s quality control practices from the 
1980s. It is originally a statistical method to drive defects very low in the manufacturing 
processes. From there is has developed to comprehensive management system empha-
sizing data-driven and customer-focused decisions. (Hopp & Spearman 2011: 410–413.) 
 
Benefits of six sigma regarding simulation comes from its framework and tools. Since 
building and developing a simulation is iterative, it suitable to use Six sigma framework 
which is often used for processes that do not exist yet or need redesign. This Framework 
is called DMADV, which is a variant of original Six sigma framework called DMAIC. 





• Define the goals for the project. 
• Measure and determine customer needs and specifications. 
• Analyze the process options to meet the customer needs. 
• Design the process to meet customer needs. 
• Verify the design performance in term of its ability to meet customer needs. 
(Hopp & Spearman 2011:413.) 
 
Since simulation software enables inserting failures in the manufacturing process with 
many different types of distributions, six sigma statistical tools could be used in the sim-
ulation. However, since simulation is used only in conceptualization of new factory there 
is no meaningful reason for detailed statistical analysis regarding errors in simulated pro-
duction as there are no detailed data of how often failures happen in the current system. 
Yet, failures can be inserted in the simulation to test what-if scenarios. 
 
2.8 Industry 4.0 
Developments in technology or other breakthroughs have always caused changes in 
manufacturing systems and often these breakthroughs have so huge effect on manufac-
turing and social lives of human being that literature uses term “industrial revolution” 
when referring them. Currently, world is going through the fourth industrial revolution 
which is characterized by artificial intelligence, cyber-physical systems, digital twins and 
internet of things to name a few. (Kumar, 2019.)  
 
The term “Industry 4.0” or the fourth industrial revolution originates from Germany. The 
term was first used in a presentation at the 2011 Hannover Fair by Professor Wolfgang 
Wahlster. The term Industry 4.0 is widely used and it has a vast number of meanings but 
in a nutshell, it refers to the “intelligent networking of machines and processes for in-
dustry with the help of information and communication technology.” (Visual Compo-




One of its key components, as mentioned before, is Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). The 
function of CPS has been defined as monitoring physical processes and creating a virtual 
copy of the physical world. (Jain et al. 2017.) As simulation is one of the main compo-
nents when discussing about industry 4.0, it is reasonable to take it and its possibilities 
into account when building and developing a simulation model of the factory.  
 
Characteristics of industry 4.0 can be seen for example in use of AGVs in the simulation 
model. Also, if properly developed, simulation model can be seen as a digital twin as it 
tries to mirror real life performance and can be used in predicting future states of the 
system (Padovano, Longo, Nicoletti & Mirabelli, 2018). Digital twin can be defined as a 
“dynamic, virtual software-generated representation of corresponding physical assets 
and processes.” (Visual Components, 2019). 
 
Developing a full virtual twin factory takes a lot of resources but simulation model build 
in this research could be a good starting point, since assembly line is conceptualized. 
However, digital twin factories are more suitable when the real factory is more auto-
mated compared to case company current factory or potential new factory. (Volvo, 2017.) 
Also, at this point, there are no exchange of data between the real factory or its produc-
tion and simulation model which limits the use of simulation model as a digital twin.  
 
2.9 Virtual Reality 
Fuchs, Guitton & Moreau (2011) defines virtual reality goes as follows: 
 
“Virtual reality is a scientific and technical domain that uses computer science and 
behavioral interfaces to simulate in a virtual world the behavior of 3D entities, 
which interact in real time with each other and with one or more users in pseudo-
natural immersion via sensorimotor channels. “  
 
Virtual reality is only way to allow people “walk through” facilities before it even exists. 
Even though simulation is a great way to test what-if scenarios and model new facilities, 
virtual reality is currently only way to “test drive” facility in first person perspective. As 
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technology advances, VR in facilities planning will probably be even more utilized (Ste-
phens: 347– 350).  
 
The VR equipment required typically consists of a head mounted display (HMD) and a 
position and orientation tracking system. This hardware had long been very expensive 
but recently, VR technology has started to become available in the consumer gaming 
market enabling better utilization also in the research, development and simulation pur-
poses. (Niehorster, Li & Lappe, 2017.) 
 
Several simulation programs use VR as a tool for visualization. Some programs like Visual 
Components utilize VR in commissioning of robotic cell. This is done by creating a digital 
twin and then testing and verifying the model in a simulated virtual environment. (Pérez, 
Rodríguez-Jiménez, Rodríguez, Usamentiaga & García 2020.) This is similar as virtual 
manufacturing, where virtual reality technology is used in real-time manufacturing-
based simulations in order to optimize product design and processes for a specific man-
ufacturing goal. One of the goals of virtual manufacturing is to generate 3D models and 
real-time simulations of manufacturing processes to aid the design and production of 
products. (Yap et al. 2014.) 
 
Updates and development in VR and VC software are enabling more interactive experi-
ence as newest version of VC can have pickable objects so that user can select objects 
and move them around in the layout (Visual Components, 2020g). 
 
In this research, VR is mainly used in visualization purposes and analyzing the simulation 






This chapter introduces the methodologies and data used in this research and the rea-
soning behind them. Even though computer simulation can be seen as a unique research 
method and approach (Helo, Tuomi, Kantola & Sivula 2019) it is still suitable to present 
the research process by using research onion developed by Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 
(2007) to get deeper understanding of the research process. 
 
3.1 Research onion  
Research onion is introduced for readers to help understand philosophies and ap-
proaches used in this research. Following paragraphs show how research onion is ap-
plied in this research from outer shell to inner layers. 
 
 




3.1.1 Research philosophy 
The term research philosophy relates to development of knowledge and the nature of 
that knowledge. The main influence of the researcher’s research philosophy is his view 
of the relationship between knowledge and the process how it is developed. There are 
three major branches in research philosophy: epistemology, ontology and axiology. Re-
search philosophy used in this research is pragmatism, which major branch is epistemol-
ogy. In pragmatism, the research question plays the most important role. (Saunders et 
al. 2007; Wilson 2014: 8 – 11). Tashakkori and Teddlie (1998: 30) mentions, that in prag-
matism research results can be used to bring positive consequences within researcher’s 
value system. Since this research is a case-study and one of the main results is a built 3D-
simulation, which is used to find ways to improve the system, it is appropriate to use 
pragmatism as a research philosophy in this research. Wilson (2014: 10–11, 335) states 
that “what” and “how” are the focus for pragmatist researchers regarding the research 
problem and adds that pragmatism is suitable paradigm if research philosophy has char-
acteristics from both positivism and interpretivism but does not fully align with either 
philosophies.  
 
3.1.2 Research approach 
Deductive approach and inductive approach are the main approaches associated with 
research methods (Saunders et al. 2007). Inductive approach is a theory building process, 
where observations of specific instance are established as generalizations about the phe-
nomenon under investigation. Deductive approach is a theory testing process, where 
established theory is tested to see if it applies to specific instance. (Hyde, 2000.) The 
research approach used in this research is inductive since data and constraints were 
given from company and then used as a foundation for the simulation model. This ap-
proach is similar to Wilson’s (2014: 12–13) view of inductive approach, where observa-
tions and findings are used in contributing a new theory. In this research, the “new the-




3.1.3 Research strategy 
Research questions and objectives mainly guides which research strategy is the most 
suitable one for research (Saunders et al. 2007). There are many different strategies, 
such as survey, experiment, case study, action research, grounded theory, ethnography 
and archival research (Saunders et al. 2007). In this research the research strategy can 
be seen as a combination of case study and experiment. Since the whole project is made 
for company with end goal being a functional 3D-simulation, this implies that right 
choice for strategy is case study. However, since interactions with case company resulted 
in changes within the simulation to accomplish better results, such as better total of 
manufactured harvesters and forwarders, there is an argument for this research belong-
ing to experiment-category of research strategies. Wilson (2014: 124) states that pur-
pose of experiment is studying how change in independent variable produces a change 
in another dependent variable. This can be tested within the simulation. Traditionally 
experimental research strategy uses control group and experimental group (Wilson, 
2014: 124). This also applies in simulation since it is possible to see how changes in sim-
ulation models compares with former simulation models. 
 
3.1.4 Research choice 
The data used in a research contributes whether the research choice is mono-method, 
mixed-methods or multi-method (Saunders et a. 2007). In addition of 3D-models of the 
assembled parts, the data used in simulation are mostly about work times of different 
jobs and assembly tasks. These are quantitative data. However, building a 3D-simulation 
is not only based on raw quantitative data. It is reasonable for case company to have 
some qualitative opinions and wishes for 3D-simulation. Mixed methods refer to a re-
search where both qualitative and quantitative data have been used (Saunders et al. 
2007). Therefore, the used method in this research is mixed method. This works well 
with selected research philosophy since pragmatism is usually viewed as most suitable 




3.1.5 Time horizon 
Saunders et al. (2007) use two different classes for time horizon used in a research: cross-
sectional and longitudinal. Longitudinal design typically involves several years of re-
search and it is a study of particular case over long period of time compared to cross-
sectional design where data is collected at a single point in time (Wilson, 2014: 124). This 
research is cross-sectional since simulation is built to describe system at particular time 
and there is no change or development in the simulation after the simulation is built. 
 
3.1.6 Techniques and procedures 
Saunders et al. (2007) classifies data to primary and secondary regarding their origin. 
Primary data is collected specially for research project which is being underwork and 
secondary data is data which is used in a research project but were originally collected 
for some other purpose (Lee Abbott & McKinney 2013). By these definitions, most of the 
used data in this research is secondary data since the case company already had the 
data before this research. In addition to data given from the case company, the data used 
in literature review is also secondary. 
 
Data analysis aligns heavily on research philosophy used in the research – pragmatism. 
By the nature of the research, it being a case study and a simulation, the data is analyzed 
between iterations of simulations and then used to improve the next iteration of simu-
lation’s performance in order to reach the demands of the case company within its con-
straints. 
 
Reliability is a measure of consistency. In research it means that results of the study 
should be possible to replicate by another researcher following data collection tech-
niques and analysis procedures used in the research (Saunders et al. (2007); Lee Abbot 
& McKinney (2013.) In this case, where the result of the study is a simulation model, 
more specifically a model focused in a flow and the output of the assembly line with only 
two main products, it very easy to replicate the results of the study especially when 
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simulation shows how different variables and constraints are defined and used. The big-
gest threat for reliability in this research is subject bias, which means that information 
from the research subject are not reliable (Saunders et al. 2007). In this research, the 
data and comments from the case company are used as they were given. This is also 
result of pragmatism. It is out of scope of the research to challenge given assembly times 
from the case company since the goal is to create 3D-simulation model and simulate 
production with given constraints. 
 
Validity refers measuring the accuracy of measure. It is concerned whether outcome of 
the research really measures what it is supposed to measure (Saunders et al. (2007); Lee 
Abbot & McKinney (2013.) To increase validity of the research and the simulation, two 
factory visits were made to get familiar with the current production. Before building final 
simulation model for calculating yearly output, two separate simulations for assembly of 
harvester and forwarder were made in order to learn and get familiar with the assembly 
process, 3D-parts and software. The validity of the simulation is tested by running simu-
lation first with current assembly times making sure that output of the factory is close 









4 Visual Components software 
This chapter introduces simulation program Visual Components 4.2 which is used in this 
thesis to build a 3D-simulation. Most used features are described more precisely. The 
results of the study and simulation are presented after introduction of the software. 
 
4.1 Visual Components 3D-simulation software 
Visual components is 3D manufacturing simulation software founded in 1999, headquar-
tered in Espoo. Software can be used to plan, design and validate new production solu-
tions and concepts. Visual Components has three software products: essentials, profes-
sional and premium. Essentials is the plain version, where user can build, design and 
simulate factories with ready-made components. Professional has additionally compo-
nent modelling feature and premium is the most extensive version, which has interactive 
VR among other more advanced features. (Visual Components 2020a.)  
 
Visual Components have released different versions of simulation software and they 
have been updating their products among the years. In this research, VC 4.0 premium 
was used in the beginning but it was later updated to newest release VC 4.2 premium to 
get the benefits and functionalities of the newest release.  
 
Visual Components Experience- software is an application to view layouts and 3D-simu-
lations with VR glasses and mobile phones (Visual Components 2020b). This free appli-
cation created by Visual components was used in this research to watch developed 3D-
simulation animations in a virtual reality.  
 
The features of different VC 4.2 products are presented in the table 1. The software fea-




Table 1. VC software products and features (adapted from Visual Components 2020c). 
 
Essentials Professional Premium 
Layout configuration Component modeling Paint process visualization 
Process modelling Geometry simplification Virtual topology 
eCatalog Wizards Curve teaching tool 
CAD compatibility Basic CAD Create path statement 
Project ready deliverables + All essentials features VRC connectivity for UR and 
Stäubli 
Simple robotics  Siemens S7 PLC connectivity 
Point cloud support  Interactive VR 
2D drawing  + All essentials features 
PLC connectivity  + All professional features 
Statistics and reporting   
VC experience   
 
4.1.1 User interface 
Overview of the VC 4.2 user interface (later UI) can be seen in figure 5. The left panel is 
for eCatalog, where user can search components and drag and drop them in to 3D world 
where the layout is built. 3D world is in the middle of the picture. Output panel shows 
info from the simulation down low. Properties panel on the right show component prop-
erties. Top of the UI is reserved for tabs, which contains different functionalities and fea-
tures. The basic tabs without add-ons are File, Home, Process, Modelling, Program, 
Drawing and Help. Home and modelling tabs and their most relevant features are briefly 





Figure 5. Home screen of the VC 4.2. 
 
Left panel has also Cell graph, which shows used components and gives possibility to 
user to hide components (see figure 6.). Figure also shows view selector in the 3D world. 
 
 




In the top of the UI are the tabs which opens different screen views and shows more 
functionalities (see figure 7). 
 
 
Figure 7. Tabs in the Visual Components user interface. 
 
4.1.2 Home screen 
Home screen tab (see figure 8) has all the basic functions and tools to build simple lay-
outs. It has manipulation tools: select, move, PnP and interact. Tools section include 
measure, snap and align. Home screen has feature for importing geometry and exporting 
simulation in a different forms such as video, animation, pdf or picture. Home screen tab 
has section for statistics, which opens new screen for creating and showing detailed sta-
tistics. Camera section opens tool for recoding video or animation. Origin section has 
two tools for changing and moving the origin of the 3D-component. Windows section 
enables user to hide or show different tabs. Render and Profile sections are add-ons 
downloaded from Visual Components forum as well Follow-mode in Camera section. 
 
Render add-on utilizes free rendering software Blender as it converts simulation scene 
into blender scene, which can be then rendered (Visual Components 2020e). This add-
on is used to make more realistic pictures and animations.  
 
Profile add-on shows simulation performance related indicators and it can be used to 
find critical components which need attention when trying to improve performance of 





Figure 8. Home tab functionalities, tools and features. 
 
4.1.3 Modeling 
Modeling tab was the second most used tab after home tab in this study. Under this tab 
user has basic CAD tools for creating and modeling components. Geometry section which 
has features and tools were often used in this research. Since most of the 3D-models 
where given by the case company, modeling focused more on to adapting 3D-models by 
assigning more realistic materials, decimating models for better performance and overall 
building 3D-model of harvester and forwarder with moveable links from 3D-components. 
 
 
Figure 9. Edited screenshot of modelling tab with Features and Tools section open. 
 
Figure 10 shows how modeling features and tools were utilized to make cabin doors and 
bonnet interactive. Figure also shows the effect of edited components as different ma-
terials where assigned to different components and parts when modeling components. 
This enables more realistic results and e.g. plain 3D-model of cabin is edited so that 
doors have windows enabling user to see through the cabin. Bonnet is made so that it is 
possible to lift in order to see the inside better. This is a good example how VR can also 
help and improve design as different stakeholders can open and test if the bonnet can 










In this section the results of the research are presented. This research produced four 
simulation layouts: one assembly line for harvester, one assembly line for forwarder and 
two capacity models, where the main focus is on work times. Assembly line models were 
given forward in this research project for project researcher to build one combined as-
sembly line layout. Capacity models are used to estimate yearly production volumes and 
as a tool for analyzing the production flow and its performance. Capacity models and the 
video of it are present in the research project’s PowerPoint which is presented to Logset’s 
management board. 
 
Before the final simulation models designed for capacity calculations are presented, the 
process of simulating manufacturing of harvester and forwarder is briefly introduced.  
 
5.1 Assembly line simulations 
Since built 3D-models of harvester and forwarder were used in capacity models and 
these lines highly contributed to the bigger combined assembly line layout, this process 
and the results are introduced in this chapter. 
 
The harvester and forwarder were both assembled from plain 3D-models of components 
as seen in the figure 11. These models were given by the case company and they were 
edited with VC modeling tools to assign realistic materials and colors as discussed in pre-
vious chapter. Harvester and forwarder lines were assembled respecting the current as-
sembly work in the case company. Major work tasks and sequences can be found in the 
appendices. However, there are minor changes since work tasks in appendices are made 
for the first capacity simulation model. 
 
Harvester line was built first before forwarder and with VC 4.0 but then remade with VC 
4.2 as it was published during this research project.  This was done to ensure that there 




Figure 11. Harvester and forwarder were built from plain 3D-components. 
Comparing figure 11 to 12 it is easy to see the difference of plain 3D-models versus ed-
ited 3D-models. Figures 12 and 13 were also rendered with Blender add-on. In the figure 
11, assembly stations can be seen in purple color with components placed next to their 
respective stations. Also, cranes and lift assists for human workers are visible. 
 
 





Figure 13. Assembled harvester and forwarder. 
 
As seen from the above figures, the built harvester and forwarder look approximately as 
their real-life versions. However, models are missing some details and components. For 
example, lights and hydraulic hoses are missing. Also, the quality of the 3D-models had 
to be compressed in some cases due to lack of processing power, as rendering one scene 
(layout) for first time took sometimes more than 72 hours. 
 
Process of building harvester and forwarder lines are discussed separately in the next 
chapters. 
 
5.1.1 Harvester line 
This chapter briefly describes the simulation process of harvester assembly. Figure 14 
shows the overview of the built line for harvester. The harvester is assembled from 22 
different components respecting the current work order of assembly in the case com-
pany. Harvester is assembled by using human workers in assembly process and auto-
mated guided vehicles (see figure 15) moving assembled harvesters from phase to phase 
until the built harvester has wheels and it can be driven to the next station. Heavier 
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components are lifted using cranes and lift assists, otherwise humans will move and as-
semble parts by hand. 
 
Assembly process is simulated focusing on bigger and larger components, meaning that 
smaller details are left out. However, some bigger components were divided into smaller 
pieces in order to simulate assembly process in a more detailed way.  Outcome of this 
simulation was looping assembly process building full harvester. The built harvester is 
later used in the capacity model and the harvester assembly line simulation model is 




Figure 14. Built assembly line for harvester.  
 
Components are located next to their respective assembly station as seen in the figure 
14. This however is not their long-term storing area, as these places are reserved for 
logistics workers moving components from sub-assemblies when needed in the assem-
bly stations. Sub-assemblies and the simulation of sub-assembly are out of scope in this 
research as assembly line determine the needed speed for the sub-assemblies. There-
fore, it is more important to have assembly line simulated and designed first, as more 
detailed simulation including sub-assemblies can be made after the assembly line is con-




Figure 15. AGV moving WIP from workstation to another. 
 
5.1.2 Forwarder line 
This chapter briefly describes the assembly process of forwarder. Assembly line for for-
warder is built in similar way as line for harvester. Of course, the line is adapted for for-
warder dimensions and respecting its working steps and sequences. Forwarder is built 
from 27 different components. Like harvester, the forwarder was built concentrating big-
ger components and some components were divided in smaller pieces for more accurate 
simulation experience. Simulation model of the forwarder line was then given forward 
to project researcher like the harvester line. The built forwarder is also later used in the 
capacity model. In the figure 16 the first six assembly stations can be seen, with compo-
nents placed next to their respective assembly stations. The last two stations including 






Figure 16. Built assembly line for forwarder. 
 
5.2 Capacity models 
One of the main objectives of the whole research is to estimate yearly output and con-
ceptualize assembly process so that it is possible to reach target number of manufac-
tured machines per year. Initial plan was, that another project researcher would combine 
aforementioned lines and then the simulation model could be run to get beneficial data. 
However, combining harvester and forwarder assembly lines proved to be a difficult and 
time-consuming task. 
 
Also, detailed 3D-simulation is very heavy computing process so there was need for more 
simpler and faster model. Therefore, I built simplified combined layout simulating har-
vester and forwarder assembly process, concentrating only assembly line work times 
and flow of the line and used that to estimate yearly production, find bottlenecks and 
visualize the flow of the line. A vision from the company was to have partially combined 
line, where line would separate after few combined assembly stations. Therefore, first 
six assembly stations are combined and after that forwarder and harvester goes to their 
own assembly stations as seen in the figure 17 and 18. 
 
Even though case company makes seven different harvester models and seven different 
forwarder models, these simulation models only use one type of harvester and for-
warder as differences between different models are not so significant compared to dif-
ferent machines. It is however well known that production system’s performance de-
grades if variability increases (Hopp & Spearman, 2011: 309). In this study scope 
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comparing differences between harvester and forwarder is the main focus, even though 
adding different models to simulation could be done rather easily if exact assembly times 
for different models are known. This would require company to do time study of their 
production in a more detailed way. 
 
Two capacity models were built. In the first model, the assembly process is built respect-
ing the current assembly times of harvester and forwarder. This model concentrated 
purely work times of different workstations and it was used mainly just to get the esti-
mation of the yearly production and get the first glimpse of the partially combined as-
sembly line. 
 
In the first capacity model, the simulation run time was set to 2000 hours to simulate 
250 workdays in a one shift work. For comparison, another run time was 4000 hours 
which was made to test the outcome of two-shift work in 250 workdays. 250 workdays 
were chosen as it represents well normal working days during a year in Finland (Teknolo-
giateollisuus, 2019). 8 hours working days were used as full-time working hours in this 
simulation due to vague precision of working times data given by the case company. Both 
capacity models use 25 min time when WIP is moved from assembly station to the next 
assembly station. However, moving is faster in last assembly stations when both ma-
chines can be driven forward to the station or work task, usually being test drive or wash-
ing. 
 
The first capacity model uses work sequences and work times as presented in the ap-
pendices 1 and 2. The order of different works and their times were given by the case 
company and it resembles current assembly times in the company. Some assembly tasks 
were moved from different assembly phase to another during simulation process in or-
der to get better performance and more balanced assembly line to see if it is possible to 





Figure 17. Overview of the layout. 
 
The figure 17 shows the overview of the created layout. Numbers indicate assembly sta-
tions, except number 8 in the forwarder line and number 11 in the harvester line repre-
sents test drive, which happens outside and does not therefore require assembly sta-
tions. Last stations in both lines are reserved for finishing and checking the delivery con-
tent, which do not require assembly work or specified assembly stations containing 
heavy tools. However, these station are included in the simulations to take account these 
time-consuming tasks and as a reminder to have area allocation for these last steps.  
 
As stated before, this first capacity model uses only active working time. For that reason, 
it is only used to find and identify bottlenecks and get first glimpse of the partially com-
bined assembly line. Second model is made in order to get cycle time and lead time, as 






Figure 18. Line separates after six combined phases. 
 
Figure 18 is a screenshot from the first capacity simulation model. In the figure, for-
warder being assembled is moved to its own assembly line. Beacons with different colors 
indicate assembly station status, whether the station is busy or empty and waiting for 
work. Text above or next to numbers indicate the main work tasks in the workstations.  
 
As it can be seen from figures 17, 18 and 19, the line is very simplified having no simu-
lated assembly work, workers or components next to stations as the purpose of the ca-
pacity models is to visualize the movement of the WIP, flow of the line and estimate 
yearly production and derive other informative data. This way the simulation model is 
faster to run with computers and the performance of the line is easy to see and analyze. 
Also, changes are much faster to do in the layout as there are no detailed assembly work 
simulated. This is an important factor as there is no detailed layout plan for the factory. 
The capacity models do not take part in the discussion of the shape of the line, whether 
it reminds letters U, P, L or S, it is another discussion and needs to be designed with 
logistics, sub-assemblies and area allocations in mind. However, the concept of partially 





Figure 19. Capacity model can be used to find utilization rates for different phases. 
 
3D-world view and the pseudocode generated by VC 4.2 with descripting comments of 
the same situation can be seen in figures 19 and 20. User made comments are separated 
from the code with character “#” in the beginning of the comment line.  
 
 
Figure 20. Screenshot of the pseudocode from the situation seen in the figure 19. 
In the next two chapters, the results of the capacity model simulations are presented. 
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5.2.1 First capacity model results 
The first capacity model shows clearly that the target number for yearly production is 
unachievable with current assembly times (see appendix 3).  
 
Harvester’s assembly process and assembly times are so unbalanced compare to for-
warder’s work task times, that it jams the assembly line. In several workstations, har-
vester’s work times require more time than forwarders. Even when the line produces 
three times more forwarders than harvesters, the performance is still bad and volumes 
are low.  
 
However, it seems that forwarder can very well being assembled in this line, as its work 
times are very balanced. This can be due to company’s current manufacturing system, 
where forwarders are assembled already in a more developed way utilizing several as-
sembly cells compared to harvester’s assembly process, which are assembled in one 
place from start to finish. Also, the volume of the manufactured forwarders is bigger 
compared to harvesters, which can result faster work times in forwarder manufacturing, 
as employees are more experienced with forwarder assembly process. 
 
This simulation was run multiple times with small different modifications i.e. moving 
works to next assembly station or station before compared to its current station. How-
ever, there were no good solutions as some tasks in the harvester assembly process can 
take alone 16 hours and many station needed almost 30 hours to finish their work. For 
example, when harvester requires 27 hours work time in a bottleneck station phase 4, it 
causes next stations to starve and previous station cannot put their work forward on to 
next station as station 4 is still working. As there are several workstations, which require 
almost as much time as bottleneck station, improving bottleneck station would not im-
prove performance significantly as harvester’s work times in the workstations are often 




5.2.2 Second capacity model results 
Second model is made to show how improvements in the assembly of harvester effect 
the output of the factory. In this simulation, forwarders are made in one shift and har-
vesters in two shift, just to show what the volume could be if harvester assembly process 
could be improved so that every station could do their work in 16 hours with the excep-
tion of harvester’s test drive, which takes 24 hours. However, test drive is not problem 
as it can be done outside and capacity could be improved by assigning more employees 
to the testing. In this model, forwarder assembly process was also improved in one as-
sembly station from 10 hours to 8 hours to show the effect of balanced workflow. 
 
Simulation run time is 6000 hours in second capacity model as it simulates production 
during 250 workdays in a year and takes account non-active working time in order to get 
more realistic results. Results of the second simulation show that improvements in the 
assembly times regarding harvester would have enormous effect on the output of the 
factory (see appendix 4). Estimations of assembly workers are presented also in the table, 
were the assumption is that there is always two worker in every assembly phase except 
for the few last phases in both lines, which are inspection, washing and testing. 
 
Results shows the importance of balanced assembly times and how important it is to 
reduce work task times. Even though volume is still under the target number for manu-
factured machines per year, it would be much easier to increase, for example working 
more than 250 days in a year by using summer workers, working weekends and building 
forwarders also in two-shift.  
 
As second capacity model takes account also non-active working time, the simulation 
software can calculate mean cycle time and mean lead time for both machines in differ-
ent scenarios (see appendix 5). 
 
As mean cycle time is around 24 hour, it implicates that the main goal should be to re-
duce current assembly phases at least under 24 hours in every phase with the exception 
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being test drive as machines can be buffered outside. However, when designing assem-
bly line and developing assembly process, active working times and work shifts should 
be taken account and 24-hour goal should be aimed even lower at 16 hours in order to 
avoid expensive nights shifts. This means that if development in assembly processes do 
not produce wanted results regarding reduced assembly times, there is a need for addi-
tional assembly stations enabling possibility to divide work from one station to two sta-
tions. For example, if bottleneck station 4 having 27 hours of work is divided in to two 
stations, there would be two stations with 13,5 hours of working time.  
 
Dividing works to two stations is not however only a matter of work times as it is a de-
velopment process which needs discussion and cooperation with company employees 
as some work tasks are complex installations which can be hard to divide in to smaller 
work tasks.  
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6 Summary and conclusions 
This chapter summarizes key findings of the research and presents managerial implica-
tions and suggestions for future studies. 
 
6.1 Summary 
This thesis covers the use of 3D-simulation in conceptualizing a new factory. In this sec-
tion, the result regarding research questions are briefly presented.   
 
How can 3D-simulation help develop a new factory? 
 
As shown above, 3D-simulation can be used in development of new factory. It is a fast 
and cheap method for developing different layout alternatives, which can also be tested 
and compared by using simulation, helping companies to select the most suitable layout. 
Simulation can help identify possible problems and find suggestions for improvement in 
the new factory and its production before any physical structures are built. Even the pro-
cess of developing 3D-simulation can produce valuable information, as there is a need 
to gather data regarding manufacturing process and this step can produce positive in-
sight of the process. The built 3D-simulation can be run to produce estimations of per-
formance metrics of the new factory. This data can be utilized e.g. in calculating ROI. 
Different batches and manufacturing scenarios can be tested in 3D-simulation to find 
most profitable and suitable system for production. 
 
The possibilities and functionalities of 3D-simulation software are vast. Even though 3D-
simulation software is used in this research project to build 3D and 2D layout of the fac-
tory, simulate production and assembly work, modeling 3D harvester and forwarder and 
calculate predictions of future factory metrics, there are still a lot of possible applications 
were 3D-simulation and the 3D-simulation software could be used and applied to. Even 
after the layout for the new factory is decided, 3D-simulation model can be used to test 




What benefits can virtual reality bring to a new factory layout planning? 
 
3D-simulation software can save developed layouts as animation which are viewable 
with VR-glasses. In addition to visualization, it is possible to make components interac-
tive, so that person using VR-glasses and touch controllers can for example open cabin 
doors and test if area allocation is big enough for that. During COVID-19, VR can be seen 
even more important tool to give insight of the factory for different stakeholders due to 
travelling restrictions. It is worth mentioning, that VR can be used as a powerful market-
ing tool. Whether it is for company employees, investors or customers, it is the only way 
to “made a walk” in the new factory before any physical structures are built. 
 
6.2 Managerial implications 
By the nature of the research being a case study, it is understandable that the company 
managers and the management board hope to get useful data or managerial implica-
tions to improve company’s performance.  
 
In addition to conceptualized layout of the new factory, this research highlighted the 
importance balanced assembly times, especially this study showed the need for im-
provement regarding harvester assembly process. Also, results show that 3D-simulation 
and virtual reality are valuable tools for manufacturing company since possibilities are 
vast. For example, 3D-simulation can be used to find competitive edge. As stated in the 
introduction, forest machines manufacturers in Finland have invested a lot in their pro-
duction and facilities recently. By benchmarking competitors` production as much as 
possible and then using 3D-simulation as a tool to show weaknesses and strengths in 
competitors` production processes could lead to competitive edge as case company 
could avoid competitors mistakes and cherry pick their success factors. 
 
Even if managers do not find this research results useful, it should be noted that in Gart-
ner’s top 10 strategic technology trends for 2020, hyperautomation and multiexperience 
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are trends number one and two. In both trends, virtual reality and digital twins play ma-
jor roles as visualization of functions and process are important. (Panetta, 2019.) For this 
reason, it is advisable to get familiar with 3D-simulation and VR and the possibilities of 
the current technology. 
 
6.3 Further research 
Building 3D-simulation can take a lot of resources in matter of computing power and 
work time, especially if responsive persons are inexperienced as learning and familiariz-
ing new software can take a while. In addition to that, 3D-simulation developers need to 
learn and understood case company’s products and processes, which also require time 
and attention. In order to reduce time required developing 3D-simulation, an automated 
import of layout data into 3D-simulation environment should be studied more as 
Laemmle and Gust (2019) already have shown promising development under this sub-
ject. However, this aforementioned method requires predetermined layouts, so in a mat-
ter of developing a completely new layout this method is not appropriate and probably 
not easily applied if manufacturing process contains mainly manual work. 
 
As 3D-simulation layout can be very complex and built in a very detailed way, there is 
always possibility to rework developed layout into more precise version and make ad-
justments. For example, sub-assembly production processes and material flow can be 
simulated to make more precise 3D-simulation. Stochastic processes, failures and more 
variability can also be added into simulation to test different scenarios. Also, in order to 
get more precise simulation, work time observation should be performed in the current 
assembly process to get more realistic results. 
 
The target number for yearly production was not reached with this simulation. Therefore, 
a new layout design with added stations should be considered after more precise work 
time study. This new layout should be made in cooperation with manufacturing experts 
and simulation developers in order to ensure that simulation model would reflect reality 
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as well as possible, especially making sure that different work tasks are in right order 
manufacturing wise and work tasks times are precise. 
 
This research and simulation models demonstrated that balancing the assembly line 
would produce notable improvement regarding yearly output. With more precise data 
and developing a simulation model with company’s expert, a new simulation model 
could be utilized better in regards of production development. 
 
Visualization is one of the key selling points for 3D-simulation and VR. As components in 
the 3D-simulation world can have different materials, it would be interesting if software 
could utilize this data combined to 3D-layout of the factory and give some estimation of 
the noise level in the factory as there are already acoustics software where build 3D 
model can be exported and further analyzed. This would also make VR-experience more 
immersive as audio experience would also be simulated.  This would also be beneficial 
when developing layouts, as noise level could be monitored and kept low and safe.  
 
VR gives also new opportunities. While writing this thesis, new updates in VC enables 
more possibilities in VR. It is now possible to move pick and move components in VR if 
those components are made pickable. This make VR more interactive and it is possible 
to make changes in layout while using VR-headset and controller. (Visual Components, 
2020g.) In the future simulation models, objects should be made pickable so that differ-
ent stakeholders can make changes in the layout while in VR and suggest and test im-
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Appendix 3. Results of first simulation model in different scenarios when 























Appendix 5. Mean cycle time and lead time with different scenarios. 
 
 
